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Inventory 

They are exactly cut off remainders, or midway in their build-

up shut down constructs that enlarge their residual space. 

Possible cut outs or possibilities that are just cut out. They 

seem to be the product of a geometrically inspired and 

paradoxically perfect, manipulated trip. Everything is 

especially Dash white, light and ephemeral. The installation 

that Hulsmans presents us with, is – like almost all of his work 

– marked by a high degree of being reduced. Form, volume, colour, 

even weight and material durability are reduced. Or perhaps 

limited is the correct word. Limited as by a fence. 

 

The installation Locale thus turns homely into unhomely and – 

possibly automatically – into unheimlich; it makes the local 

strange. The installation is therefore not called local, but 

locale, with its French /l/ escaping itself at the end in 

pronunciation. Where local is always particular, local is also 

always different. Every displacement in time and space asks for 

a new local, demands from us as actants in a setting a new 

adjustment, a new installation. 

 

What that background, that locus in which we dwell and act, could 

sign-ify without us, seems to ask simultaneously for words and 

to vehemently refuse them in the installation by Hulsmans. We 

find points of connection, similarities with furniture, with 

fences, with wall(covering)s, but those points of connection 

dissolve at those points where the fragments calculatedly end. 

That is where the paper augmented reality of Locale stops and 

the residual form of reality starts. When you consider 

interpreting the installation, explaining it, this can only be 

done by an imaginary folding out, a continuation of lines and 



planes, of geometry and a rhythm that minimizes the residual 

form. 

 

Are we discussing objects, which as heirs of the Latin obicere 

were quasi thrown at our feet, as fait accompli? No, Hulsmans 

does not fabricate objects, he makes cases. Cases in one of the 

many meanings of that word. Case as we know it in the sense of 

a case or lawsuit where something is in danger, uncertain, not 

sure. Locale shows us that cases have not been plunged down 

around us (like in the word object in front of us), but that we 

negotiate, stipulate reality with ourselves (and others) every 

time again. All cases, every case we think within the limits of 

the negotiable impassable locus of our observation. 

 

And so, Locale: you ask yourself whether the reality you observe 

in every awake moment also looks like this when no cat watches 

or the light is turned off. That can however be haggled with 

just as much. 
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